Case Report

Posterior Cervical Interbody Fusion – Single-Stage Approach of Anterior Reconstruction and Posterior Stabilization: A Case Report and Review of Literature

Abstract
The success and popularity of the transforaminal approach in the lumbar spine have been made possible by the routine use of pedicle screws in the lumbar spine. Transforaminal approach in the cervical spine can give access to the disc and the vertebral body anteriorly and avoid an additional anterior approach in certain clinical situations. A case of cervical spine trauma was managed by this approach. Technical details and difficulties faced were analyzed in this article. Transforaminal approach in the lower cervical spine, though has a learning curve, seems to be a feasible technique along with the use of cervical pedicle screws. The safety and reproducibility of the approach need to be substantiated with a larger study. Further, this procedure can avoid additional anterior surgery in certain situations in the cervical spine.
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Introduction
Harms and Rolinger first introduced the transforaminal approach in the lumbar spine. Since then with the widespread use of pedicle screws, it has become one of the most popular approaches to access the disc and interbody region in the lumbar spine.[1] Compared to the lumbar spine, cervical pedicle screws (CPSs) are less frequently used due to the fear of catastrophic damage to the surrounding neurovascular structures. Hence, transforaminal approach to the disc and cervical body is not commonly practiced.[2-5] However, clinical studies have shown minimal screw-related complications and have highlighted the advantages of using CPS.[6-8] The use of CPS in the lower cervical spine will facilitate the transforaminal approach analogous to that in the lumbar spine. Transforaminal approach can give access to the disc and the vertebral body anteriorly and avoid an additional anterior approach in certain clinical situations. Here, we will share our experience on the feasibility and safety of transforaminal approach in the lower cervical spine in a case of traumatic cervical spine injury.

Case Report
A 35-year-old male patient presented to our tertiary care center following a road traffic accident with bi-facetal fracture dislocation, quadriaparesis (nonfunctional power in bilateral upper and lower limbs) with the involvement of the bladder bowel [Figure 1]. Under general anesthesia in the prone position, midline posterior approach was taken. Pedicle screws were inserted at C6, 7. Reduction was achieved by distraction. Nerve roots were decompressed bilaterally. The vertebral artery was retracted anteriorly by indirect method [Figure 2]. Discectomy was carried out at C6–7 level followed by endplate preparation and cage insertion at the same level [Figures 3 and 4]. Following the procedure, patient was mobilized on the 3rd post-operative day with a Philadelphia brace. At present, patient is mobilized on wheelchair with functional power in upper limbs with a follow-up period of 2 years.

Discussion
Posterior foraminotomy has been previously carried out along with discectomy with
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good surgical outcomes. Removal of the lateral mass and lamina in this approach raised concerns of iatrogenic instability. However, now, we have an improvement in technique of safe placement of CPSs. This facilitates facet removal thus enlarging the zone of work. There is always a concern of iatrogenic injury to vital structures like the vertebral artery, as this approach entails a more lateral approach into the transforaminal area. This can be avoided by using the uncinate process as a landmark in the foraminal region.

Transforaminal approach in patients with lower cervical fracture dislocations with herniated disc has been previously reported in literature. Dunlap et al. reported on removal of the herniated disc fragment through foraminotomy in seven patients with cervical fracture dislocation and traumatic disc herniation along with the use of CPS in a single posterior approach. Nakashima et al. reported on 40 patients with cervical facet dislocations and disc herniation, who underwent posterior pedicle screw instrumentation and reduction. The authors in these two series had planned for an anterior procedure in the event of increase in disc herniation during posterior reduction, but they did not require the anterior procedure in any of their patients.

The major obstacle in this approach is the relatively narrow safe zone available for entry into the inter-body region. Similar to the transforaminal approach in the lumbar spine, the safe zone is bound by the superior wall of the pedicle below, the existing root which is retracted cranially, the dura medially, the vertebral artery laterally, and the uncinate process making the floor. The authors used 1–2 mm curettes and 1 mm disc punches to get into the inter-body region. The transforaminal approach in the lower cervical spine can be as versatile as in the lumbar spine with the routine use of CPS.

The advantage of the trans-foraminal approach lies in the access gained to the anterior structures of the cervical spine from the posterior aspect. Further, the access to the disc and the vertebral body is from a more lateral zone and at a more-steeper angle compared to the conventional posterior foraminotomy approach. This gives the surgeon

Figure 1: T2-weighted sagittal magnetic resonance imaging showing C6–7 dislocation with signal changes in cord

Figure 2: Intraoperative image after facetectomy showing probe in foraminal area retracting vertebral artery laterally

Figure 3: Intraoperative image showing the final fixation with cervical pedicle screw

Figure 4: Postoperative lateral X-ray
access to the lateral and central portions of the inter-body area without undue retraction of the cervical cord. This approach can avoid an additional anterior procedure as the goals of anterior decompression rigid 3-column stabilization (using CPS) and inter-body fusion can be achieved by a single posterior approach at least in clinical situations described above.

Lateral mass posterior instrumentation in the lower cervical spine is a time-tested familiar method of stabilization and sufficient in most of the situations requiring cervical stabilization. However, the authors believe that with the routine and safe use of CPS instrumentation the evolution of a versatile technique like the transforaminal decompressions and inter-body fusions is only a matter of time. The authors encourage the procedure to be evaluated by surgeons routinely performing CPS insertion in the lower cervical spine for its safety and feasibility.
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